ZIAD K. ABDELNOUR
FINANCIER, AUTHOR, & INFLUENCER

“My mission is to
annihilate small
thinking!”

“One of the 500
most influential
CEOs in the world”

– Global Shapers
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“

ARE YOU READY FOR NO
NONSENSE, HARD HITTING AND
UNAUDULTERATED TRUTH THAT
WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE?

”

WHO IS ZIAD K. ABDELNOUR?

Financier

Author

Influencer

Ziad has done over 20 billion
in transactions.

Ziad has one of Wall Street’s most extensive Rolodex with
relationships that expand every continent and range from the
Office of The President of The United States to people from
every walk of life.
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FINANCIER
Founder, President, CEO

ABOUT BLACKHAWK PARTNERS
S t rat e g y - Fo c u s e d
Blackhawk equips senior leaders and their teams with insight and actionable
solutions to transform operations. This distinctive approach enables executives to
harness peer perspectives and tap into breakthrough innovation without costly
consulting or reinvention.
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Focusing on
identifying their
common challenges;

Using world-class
research to identify
and build on proven
solutions accessible for
mutual advantage;

Leveraging a global
service infrastructure to
deliver these insights,
best practices, and
tools.

Re s u l t s - D r i v e n
Above all, we have made it our No. 1 priority to serve the needs of our investors
and clients. This commitment is reflected in a culture that values integrity,
professionalism and a passion for excellence. It also leads us to operate
with prudence, financial discipline, a long-term perspective, and a clear
understanding that trust is something we must earn every day.
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AUTHOR
After 20 billion dollars in transactions, international
success across the world, and a career of speaking
truth to the powerful and empowering the
disenfranchised Ziad Abdelnour has created a
book that defines how to thrive in the current
entrepreneurial and VC landscape.
Start Up Saboteurs shows entrepreneurs how to
create real wealth by abandoning their limited
thinking, eliminating boundaries, and stop defining
the outcome.
The main goal of Start-Up Saboteurs is to inspire
entrepreneurs to create their own wealth, not for the
sake of wealth alone, but for the sake of becoming
free and independent too.

This book was written for investors, business
people, and entrepreneurs that need to navigate
the troubled geopolitical waters of the post-crisis
world. Abdelnour offers several solutions, including
looking at the world anew and understanding that
the federal government’s primary objective is to
promote the creation of an environment conducive
to the creation of wealth.
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INFLUENCER
Founder & Chairman of the Board
of the Financial Policy Council

MEET ZIAD
Ziad’s mission is to ensure that America and
the world retain an economic and regulatory
system conducive to economic growth
and wealth creation that is not derailed by
poorly formulated and reactive economic,
fiscal, and tax policy.

The Financial Policy Council is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization designed to give its select group
of supporters the opportunity to have direct face-to-face dialogue with the nation’s quintessential
powerbrokers and policymakers and to produce, host, and promote events that educate the public about
current affairs (domestic and global) and their impact economically.
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ZIAD IN HIS OWN WORDS...

“The bigger the challenge, the
bigger the opportunity to grow.”

“Move in silence, only speak when
it is time to say ‘checkmate’.”

“Business is all about solving
people’s problems at a profit.”

“Ironically, in changing the world,
playing it safe is one of the riskiest
things you can do.”

“For those that understand, no
explanation is needed. For those that
don’t understand no explanation is possible.”

Capitalism Provides You Freedom

Cultivate Your Seed
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ABOUT ZIAD
Organization (YPO) - a private group of global
chief executives whose companies employ 16
million people and generate 6-trillion USD in
annual revenues
Author of best seller “Economic Warfare:
Secrets of Wealth Creation in the Age of
Welfare Politics” and of “ Startup Saboteurs:
How Incompetence, Ego, and Small Thinking
Prevent True Wealth Creation”

Ziad K. Abdelnour is Founder, President & CEO of
Blackhawk Partners, Inc. a private “family office” in
the business of originating, structuring & acting as
equity investor in strategic corporate investments and
co-Founder of Blackhawk Development Group LLC; a
trading platform focusing on the financing of real estate,
infrastructure, corporate and project finance properties
throughout the US.
Founder & Chairman of the Board of the Financial Policy
Council; a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization designed
to give its select group of supporters the opportunity
to have direct face-to-face dialogue with the nation’s
quintessential power brokers and policymakers A
member of TIGER 21, a peer-to-peer learning group for
super high net worth individuals and of Young Presidents

F I N A N C I E R ,

A U T H O R ,

Mr. Abdelnour has over 30-year experience
on Wall Street backing over 125 companies &
serial entrepreneurs worth in aggregate over
20 billion dollars in the private equity, high
yield bond and distressed debt markets.
He holds an MBA in Finance Summa Cum
Laude from the Wharton School of Business
at the University of Pennsylvania & BS in
Economics, Summa Cum Laude, from the
American University of Beirut
Today, Mr. Abdelnour continues to be
featured in hundreds of media channels and
publications every year and is widely seen as
one of the top business leaders around the
world.
He was just recently been featured as one of
the 500 Most Influential CEOs in the World
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